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Monthly Meeting
Tuesday December 8

Starts 4.00 PM
AT
St Peter’s Hall
Corner Draper &
Hodgson Streets

Ocean Grove
ALL WELCOME!
BMUG Newsletter Layout
& Masthead
Designed By Peter Baldwin

DECEMBER CHRISTMAS MEETING
This meeting will commence with a workshop followed by a Q & A
session on any Apple issues.
1. Workshop : Developing our Program for 2016:
This is an ideal opportunity to review member preferences, suggestions and
possible contributions for Next Year. It will include ‘Meeting Format’, ‘Special
Interest Groups’, ‘Technical Support’ and ‘Social Activities’.
The aim is to discover topics of interest to members and to discuss the best
methods by which we can present them.
This may include‘Small group activities’, ‘Presentations’, ‘Demonstrations’, ‘videos’ and
‘Special interest groups’.
2. Q & A Session:
Raise any Apple Mac topic or question.

Following these two Items we will have our usual annual breakup of
nibbles and drinks.
We look forward to seeing you at this our Christmas Meeting.

BMUG News is published monthly ◆ Created in Apple Pages Layout ◆ Converted to PDF format for transmission to members.
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- CHRISTMAS PARTY Come along and enjoy the Hospitality
This December Meeting is
our Christmas Party and
final meeting for the year.

✓

Opportunity to
participate in a workshop
to put forward your
preferences for next
Year’s Programmes

✓

Share your Favourite Mac
Tips

✓
✓
✓

Great Food & Drinks

President Peter and
Committee wish
members and their
family a happy and safe
holiday period and look
forward to seeing you in
February 2016.

Convivial Atmosphere
Enjoy Friends
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Merry Christmas
Welcome to the final edition of BMUG News for 2015.
This month’s meeting is our Christmas Party.
You will have the opportunity to contribute to the structure of next year’s
programmes and also mingle with friends and enjoy the social atmosphere, whilst
partaking of some nibbles and drinks.
I thank the members who took the time to contribute articles to the Newsletter
during the year. I encourage members to submit articles as it adds more interest and
makes my job much easier.
I wish you all a happy and safe Christmas and I look forward to receiving articles
about your experiences with your new Apple products in 2016.
Peter Baldwin
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Hi Peter ,
You may or may not think this is a suitable letter for the BMUG
newsletter, but I find it both interesting and very frustrating.
I am a diabetic and as such like to keep a record of my Blood
sugar levels. My doctor finds it fascinating when I present him
with a printout of my blood sugar levels for say a fortnight at a
time.
I normally do this using a blood monitoring app such as
“Glucose Recorder”, which is fine but it means I have to
manually transfer my readings to my App, which then produces
a graph or data records.
Some Blood Glucose monitors (mine included) have a blue
tooth arrangement to transfer data directly to a computer
consequently being very convenient. However, my Blood
Glucose monitor manufactured by Roche, probably one of the
largest Pharmaceutical companies on the Planet, only produces
the software suitable for Windows!
On previous communication with Roche they have told me that
suitable software for Macs was being developed. This latest
communication really made me quite cross!! I am sure these
figures quoted by them are grossly outdated, so I would be
interested if you might have some idea as to who I could
forward the details to, or whether any of our members may
have a comment.

Here is the response I received from RocheDear Mr Dodd,
We write to you regarding your recent inquiry regarding the
compatibility of our Accu-Chek Smart Pix® or Accu-Chek 360°
Diabetes Management System® software on MAC Operating
Systems.
Currently, our Accu-Chek software is not compatible with the MAC or
Linux based operating systems.
Recent research provided by our global department, indicates that
80.46% of the Australian population uses Windows based operating
systems on their PCs compared to 12.43% using the MAC operating
system. Worldwide, these figures are 89.42% for Windows and just
5.23% for MAC Operating System.
We would have loved to provide a solution to 100% of our customers
but due to limitations on resource allocations, our organisation has
deemed it necessary to keep all it’s software, compatible with
Windows Operating Systems only. We do therefore specify the system
requirements on the packaging of the software.
We understand that this may cause inconvenience to you, however
we suggest you consider the following alternative:
Our Accu-Chek Smart Pix software device utilises “Plug-and-Play”
functionality and hence can be taken to any other window based
computer, and can be used straight away.
We hope that the above does satisfy your query.

Peter Dodd
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The iPocket™ Drive Metal With Gold Finish By
What is the iPocket™ Drive (iPD)?
The iPocket™ Drive (iPD) allows you to
quickly and safely move all your movies,
music, documents, and most files from any
device to any device with ease. Get rid of
those annoying: "Storage is Full" messages.
With the iPD, you can increase the storage of
your iPhone, Android, iPad, tablet, PC, or
MAC up to 256GB. The iPocket™ Drive has
many different names for its' use: USB, flash
drive, or memory card, but it all works the
same. There is no need for cellular data, the
internet, wireless networks, or Cloud access
when using the iPD. In addition, the iPD
allows you to conserve space on all your
devices while also saving you money!
Click Here to see a video about the iPocket
Drive.

Two Included Adapters:
1) Have a case on your iPhone, iPad, Tablet, or
Android? No problem use the included adapter.
2) Have an Android? No problem use the included
Adapter.

Push & Click Feature:
The best feature with the metal iPocket™
Drive is that both connectors are hidden and
protected inside the case. Using the simple
push and click feature you can extend either
connector and lock it in place.

SIX MODELS AVAILABLE:
8GB, 16GB, 32GB, 64GB,128GB & 256GB
Prices vary from $89.96 to $459.96 USD plus postage
BMUG Discounts can be arranged
Click Here for Website Information
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STM Grace Laptop Sleeve 13” (Night Sky)
This Sleeve is part of the newly released Grace Collection and is
large enough to carry a laptop but slim enough to easily carry
anywhere in style.
The Grace collection strikes the balance between simplicity and
style, bringing harmony to your digital day.
Highlights:
✦Ample cushioning and plush, super soft lining protect your laptop;
✦Long, two way zipper-pulls for easy access even with a gloved hand;
✦Sized to fit the form factor of all current MacBook 13 inch offerings;
✦Compatible with most 13" ultra book designs. Check specifications for
a proper fit.
STM is all about quality so you can expect a good finish, durable
materials, zips that do not break, and a certain style that suits your
requirements.
Click Here for more details about this great Product. RRP $49.95
This product earns my high recommendation.
Peter Baldwin
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Cases for iPad Mini 4
STM Studio for iPad Mini 4

STM Atlas for iPad Mini 4

The $49.95 Studio from STM protects your iPad with a
transparent
polycarbonate,
“candy
shell” bracket. The patented magnetic
cover effortlessly folds into a stand for
viewing and typing.

The $49.95 Atlas from STM is a low profile protective case that
provides a touch of class and style
with a uniquely textured fabric cover.

Its main features are:
✦ Secure closure-unique magnetic
wrap wakes the device, closing puts it
to sleep;
✦ Instant on/off-lifting the cover
wakes the device and puts it to sleep;
✦
Transparent
protection-see
through,
hard
shell
polycarbonate bracket protects from bumps and scratches
and allows your iPad to shine through;
✦ Multiple viewing modes-front cover folds for typing or
viewing orientations;
✦ Easy access cut outs for ports and buttons.

Its main features are:
✦ Lightweight and low profile design
protects from bumps and scratches
without adding bulk to your slim iPad
mini 4;
✦ Multiple viewing modes. Front
cover folds inwards to support typing
and viewing orientations;
✦ Instant on/off cover. Magnetic
closure activates sleep and wake
functionality to save energy;
✦ Textured fabric cover provides a simple and elegant wrap
around your iPad;

Click Here for more information.

Click Here for more information.
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About Us

Earhoox for Earbuds
Designed to fit round earbuds of all
shapes and sizes. Provides traction
to key points of the ear ensuring a
snug and comfortable fit.

Earhoox™ are the cure to loose
earbuds, and were born from the
idea
that
earbuds
should
comfortably stay in your ear. Simply
stretch Earhoox onto any earbuds
and give yourself the freedom to
move with your music.

Secure Fit
No matter the activity or condition,
Earhoox keep your earbuds in place
so you can move with your music.

After recognising the growing
number of earbuds on the streets
and in the gyms, founders Helmut
Wyzisk and Jeff Becker saw an
opportunity to solve a frustrating
problem – earbuds just don’t fit
right. They set out to find a solution
and put an end to loose and
uncomfortable earbuds… and so
Earhoox were born. Earhoox can
transform almost any earbud into a
comfortable, securely fitting earbud
by applying traction and outward
pressure to key points of your ear –
giving you the peace of mind of
secure and comfortable earbuds.

Adaptable
Earhoox for EarPods
If you have a newer iPhone or iPod,
then you have Apple EarPods.
Attach Earhoox and you'll wonder
how you ever wore your EarPods
without them.

Earhoox stretch to perfectly fit any
circular earbud, including all Apple
models and most other popular
brands.

Comfortable
The ultra soft, durable silicone
provides a comfortable fit, even
after frequent and extended use.

Helmut Wyzisk
Cofounder

Jeff Becker
Cofounder

Earhoox available from website
for $9.95 USD plus postage
Click Here for more details about
this great product
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inCharge - the smallest keyring cable
Smartphone Charging Cables Don't
Get Much More Portable Than This

The inCharge is a 8.9cm long USB charging cable
that can be attached to a keyring thus it is always
handy when required.
It features a USB 2.0 connector on one end and a
micro USB or Lightning connector on the opposite
end.
The cable between the two connectors comes in
eight different colours.
Also included with the inCharge cable is a split
ring keyring. Once folded and attached, the
inCharge cable takes up very little space or bulk.
The cable works by plugging one end into a
computer or USB AC adapter and the other end
into your iOS Device or an Android Device. Once
connected the cable performs the same as any
other USB cable. It will allow charging and or data
syncing.
The cable is short but flexible.
The sample for this review was provided by
Australian based Simtech Technology and is
priced at $12.50 plus postage for either the micro
USB or Lightning version.
The cable looks good and works great but may
be over priced for an 8.9cm long cable.
Click Here for a video about the Cable.
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Annual Membership for 2016
Memberships are due on 1st January.
Membership per Person.........................$20.00

Apology
Unfortunately, our Guest Speaker for this Meeting,
Matt Vistarini, Manager of Apptech had to cancel at
at the last minute due to work commitments.

Payment can be made at this December meeting or
at our meeting on Tuesday 9th February 2016.
Or
By mail to Treasurer, Geoff Waite, P.O. Box 1086
Barwon Heads Vic. 3227
Or
Through PayPal via the BMUG website.

February Meeting Program
First Segment:
Computer Basics and ‘Bring along your (Applerelated) Christmas present’ for Show and Tell.
Second Segment:
Q & A Session. Members are welcome to ask about
any matter of concern even though it may appear to
be a simple query. There will always be someone
else who wants to know the answer.

As a trial for 2016, we will devote the last half hour
of every meeting to a Q & A Session.
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BMUG Assist to the Rescue
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Peter Oakley assists Remote Member
Dear Peter
I've just come across a folder on my hard disk on my iMac
labeled ‘Payloads’.
A quick search indicates that this might have something to do
with malware of some kind, so I have binned and deleted the
folder. I am wondering if there is anything else I should do?
Peter’s Reply:
Go to Sophos.com, then down load a free program ‘Sophos for
Mac’. Get it to scan your computer for malware. If any found it
places it in a quarantine folder, where you should be able to
clean it up. (box at bottom says clean up for the quarantined
item(s).
PS If it finds any in your backup drive, ie file path says
backupbackupŠŠŠŠ. Just leave it there, unless you re upload
the file it will in time be over written, and destroyed.
Remote Member Reply:
Thanks Peter,
That was a useful exercise. A dozen items discovered and
removed as a result of the Sophos scan. All were Windows type
files which had to be removed manually so I hope I have done so
correctly.
Mightily impressed by Sophos. Since I have about 8 million
items/files on my computer it took some time to churn through
them all but it did so.
Much appreciated as always.
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The BMUG Assist program is available to all members. We will attempt to
resolve your urgent Mac problems if we can, or alternatively give you
advice about where to seek further assistance.

Peter Oakley is available to take your call on 0409 094 655
OR

Dick Brown is available to take your call on 5259 1614
To get the best possible answer, and a considered one, please email
your question or problem for the “Help Desk” direct topeteroakley@bellarinemac.org.au OR dickbrown@bellarinemac.org.au

BMUG News produced by Editor Peter Baldwin.
Send articles for inclusion in this Newsletter to The Editor.
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